We derive the Schwinger multichannel variational principle [K. Takatsuka and V. McKoy, Phys. Rev. A 23, 2352 (1981); 30, 1734 (1984] by a method that emphasizes the question of variational stability.
I. INTRODUCTION The Schwinger multichannel (SMC) method [1] has proven to be an effective tool for the study of low-energy electron-molecule collisions [2] . Originally the SMC variational functional was derived [1] through the combination of terms arising from a projected LippmannSchwinger equation and terms arising from a projected Schrodinger equation, the latter being introduced on grounds of completeness. This combination yielded a functional that was equivalent to the T matrix but that contained an apparently arbitrary parameter a; specifically, when exact wave functions were employed in it, the functional gave the correct T-matrix element regardless of the value of a chosen. Additional arguments were then introduced that determined a via the requirement that certain matrix elements vanish, thereby insuring variational stability. However, recently the necessity of this restriction on a has been questioned [3] . The 
to write
Finally, we combine Eqs. (3) and (4) 
=0, using the adjoint of Eq. (2) .
In multichannel, many-particle applications, it is essential for practical reasons to work with a projected Green's function whose representation does not require knowledge of continuum states of the target system [1, 5] .
We therefore introduce a projector P; onto open channels, whose action on the Green's function will remove the unwanted components:
where S" is a solution of the interaction-free equation HOS"=ES", G'+' is the Green's function associated with Ho, and 4""+' is a solution to the complete equation
HV'"+ '=E%'"+', with H =Ho+ V; V is the targetscatterer interaction. We multiply Eq.
(1) by V to obtain
and then use Eq. (2) P, e'"+'=S, "+G, '+'V, e'"+',
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